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OVERHEAD CRANE HAVING BRIDGE 
MOUNTED FOR DIFFERENTIAL MOVEMENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to overhead cranes for han 

dling containers and particularly to an overhead crane 
having a bridge mounted for rotational movement on its 
trolley to handle containers which are not aligned with 
the axis of the crane. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Overhead cranes are commonly utilized to lift, lower 

and transport containers from various vehicles, from 
vehicles to storage areas, from ships to vehicles, and the 
like. An overhead crane generally employs a movable 
bridge under which a grappler device is suspended 
through a cable or rope system for attachment to con 
tainers of standard design. It is a common problem in 
the handling of cargo containers that the crane is moved 
into a position at which its longitudinal axis does not 
coincide with the alignment of the container beneath 
the bridge. Since the grappler is generally oriented 
symmetrically with the crane frame, misalignment be 
tween the load and grappler will then occur. To prop 
erly handle cargo containers in such a situation with 
known equipment, the crane must be moved and reori 
ented so that proper alignment of the cargo with the 
grappler is achieved. Although it is possible to a limited 
extent to handle containers which are misaligned with 
the crane by present designs, it is a common problem 
that the container begins swaying or other movement 
from forces induced from the hoist system or even the 
rope upon the pulleys of the hoist system may become 
disengaged and cause possible damage to the container 
due to impact. Accordingly there is a longfelt need to 
provide an overhead crane apparatus having the ability 
to safely handle misaligned cargo containers without 
the necessity of maneuvering the crane to an appropri 
ate parallel alignment with the containers being han 
dled. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is the objective of the present invention to provide 
an overhead crane having a movable bridge, a hoist 
system and a grappler which is capable of safely and 
effectively handling misaligned containers. The appara 
tus of the invention provides an adjustable bridge capa 
ble of limited differential movement on the trolley to 
allow the grappler to rotate its position at an angle with 
respect to the center line of the top beam and properly 
engage misaligned containers for lifting and other ma 
nipulation. The grappler system is mounted for connec 
tive rotational movement in response to the differential 
rotational motion of the bridge on the trolley. Differen 
tial motion is effected by hydraulic means which cause 
the pivotally mounted bridge to rotate relative to the 
trolley frame in either direction and effect accompany 
ing adjusting movement of the grappler and its support 
ing pulleys. This action insures that the pulley and cable 
remain properly engaged while handling a misaligned 
container. After being lifted, the load may then be prop 
erly aligned by returning the bridge to its normal posi 
tion. 
The invention of the application therefore eliminates 

time consuming manipulation and handles misaligned 
containers without having to move and otherwise reori 
ent the position of the overhead crane with respect to 
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2 
the cargo being lifted, or subjecting the container to 
swaying. Such improved performance provides greatly 
enhanced ef?ciency and safety in the handling of con~ 
tainers from vehicles, in the yard, or whatever other use . 
to which the crane apparatus is intended. The differen 
tial bridge motion is attained by an extremely effective 
technique which does not involve costly, elaborate 
mechanisms and which is capable of extended trouble 
free service. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an overhead crane 
apparatus having the pivotal bridge of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top schematic view of the bridge of the 

crane apparatus of FIG. 1 undergoing differential mo 
tiOn; 
FIG. 3 is a top schematic view of the bridge of the 

overhead crane in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is an end elevational view of the bridge of 

FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a side elevational view of the bridge taken 

along lines 5—5 of FIG. 4; and 
FIG. 6 is a partial sectional view taken along lines 

6-6 of FIG. 3. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings, and more particu 
larly FIG. 1, there is shown the gantry crane apparatus, 
generally designated by reference numeral 2, which 
incorporates the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. Although the crane apparatus 2 shown in 
FIG. 1 illustrates speci?c conventional features, it is 
within the scope of the invention to utilize the improved 
bridge mounted for differential movement herein dis 
closed with other crane equipment having an overhead 
hoist system. ' 

A frame 4 of the crane 2 includes four upright legs 6 
supported by respective wheel assemblies 8. Each of the 
wheel assemblies 8 are pivotally attached to the lower 
end of upright legs 6 for steering movement about a 
vertical axis. The frame 4 of crane 2 further includes a 
pair of lower longitudinal beams 10 and a pair of paral 
lel upper beams 12 de?ning the width of the crane appa 
ratus 2, which are attached to the top of the legs 6. The 
upper beams 12 support respective parallel tracks 14 on 
which the bridge assembly 16 is mounted for traverse 
movement along tracks 14. A hoist system 18 suspends 
a grappler assembly 20 having a number of attachment 
devices to grasp and retain one or more containers 
beneath the bridge 16. 
The bridge assembly 16 is supported on a trolley 

assembly 30 defined by a pair of side members 31 that 
are interconnected by cross-undercarriage 32. As seen 
in FIG. 5, the side members 31 support a pair of axles 34 
having trolley wheels 36, generally constructed of a 
metal. The trolley wheels 36 are driven by hydraulic 
drive motors 38 through a hydraulic line 39 including a 
valve bank 40 and ?lters 42 as shown in FIG. 3. 
The bridge assembly 16 rotatably carries a hoist drum 

50 that is driven by hoist drum motor 52. The hoist 
drum 50 carries ropes or cables 53 (FIG. 4) which are 
disposed about the periphery of pulleys 54. The pulleys 
54 are retained in a conventional manner to pulley 
brackets 56 rigidly depending downward from the 
bridge assembly 16 as seen in FIG. 4. The bridge assem 
bly 16 is provided with parallel beams 58 spanning the 
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distance between the tracks 14 and bearing against the 
top of trolley side members 37 at each end. A bridge box 
structure 59 is disposed between the bridge beams 58 to 
provide a service platform 59’ and to mount the hoist 
drum motor 52, hoist drum 50 and other components on 
the bridge assembly 16 as shown in FIG. 3. 

Referring now to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, there is illustrated 
the rotational mounting of the bridge 16 for differential 
movement with respect to the trolley assembly 30. A 
hydraulic skew cylinder 60 having an extendible end 62 
is mounted to an underside portion of the bridge 16 
through the means of a spherical bearing mount 64a 
affixed to the beams 38 of the bridge frame. The mount 
ing end of the skew cylinder 60 is secured by a spherical 
bearing mount 64b to the cross member or undercar 
riage 32. As best shown in FIG. 3, the skew cylinder 60 
is mounted at an offset position from the vertical center 
line between the two tracks 14 so that the skew cylinder 
is capable of inducing a torque on the bridge assembly 
16 in either direction about a vertical axis. 
The bridge assembly 16 is pivotally mounted on the 

undercarriage by a pivotal mount 70 affixed to the bot 
tom frame 72 of the bridge as best shown in FIG. 6. The 
base member 72 is affixed at each end to the underside 
of bridge beams 58. The undercarriage 32 further in 
cludes a sleeve 76 aligned vertically with an inner hol 
low shaft 78 affixed to frame 72 by bracket 78'. The 
shaft 78 projects upward into sleeve 76 and is mounted 
for rotation therein by means of a self-aligning radial 
bushing 80 positioned within the sleeve 76. Accord 
ingly, the pivotal mounting 70 permits the base member 
72, when viewing FIG. 2, to rotate relative to the un 
dercarriage 32 of the trolley in either direction. As best 
shown in FIGS. 2 and .3, the amount of angular move 
ment generally is limited to any suitable range, such as, 
for example, approximately 5” in either direction. To 
accomplish such motion of the bridge relative to the 
undercarriage, the extendible end 62 of the hydraulic 
skew cylinder 60 is positioned at a neutral position. 
Extension of the end 62 moves the bridge assembly 16in 
one direction, while withdrawal of the extendible end 
62 from the neutral position moves the bridge assembly 
16 in the other direction. Accordingly, pivotal move 
ment of the bridge may be accomplished by use of one 
skew cylinder, although other means for causing rota 
tion, such as motors, a pair of oppositely disposed cylin 
ders, or other motion-inducing means may be employed 
in the invention. 
The lower surface 80 of the bridge assembly 16 is 

arranged to rest on slide bearings 82 positioned on the 
upper surface of the trolley frame 31 as best shown in 
FIG. 3. The slide bearings 82 comprise a pad of low 
friction material, such as any Te?on substance and the 
like, that permits the lower surface of the bridge frame 
to move on the trolley without undue friction during 
differential movement. The lower surface of the bridge 
assembly 16 in contact with the bridge frame, likewise, 
may include a low-friction material. 

In operation of the bridge of the invention, it is only 
necessary to activate the skew cylinder 60 by withdraw 
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4 
ing or extending the extendible end 62 for the desired 
amount to cause the bridge assembly 16 to rotate rela 
tive to the trolley assembly 30 while the wheels 36 
maintain proper alignment on the track 14. Movement 
of the bridge causes a pivotal motion of the pulleys 54 
and rope 53, as well as the grappler suspended thereun 
der. By controlling the amount of the rotation of the 
bridge in differential movement to the trolley, the grap 
pler can be aligned in a skewed manner to the axis of the 
crane and grip any misaligned containers and the like 
below. After the container or containers are lifted, the 
bridge assembly 16 may then be rotated to its neutral 
position. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An overhead crane apparatus comprising 
frame means forming a pair of parallel tracks; 
hoist means; 
bridge means spanning said parallel tracks and being 

operatively connected to said hoist means, said 
hoist means suspending a grappler device beneath 
said bridge means; 

trolley means carrying said bridge means for move 
ment along said parallel tracks; 

pivot means centrally located between said parallel 
tracks and mounting said bridge means for central 
pivotal movement of said bridge means about a 
generally vertical axis about a generally vertical 
axis, with the amount of movement of the bridge 
means relative to each of said pair of parallel tracks 
being equal; and 

means for causing said central pivotal movement of 
said bridge means for corrective movement of said 
grappler device. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said 
means for causing said pivotal movement is a hydraulic 
cylinder means arranged between said between trolley 
means and said bridge means. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said 
bridge means includes a frame, a portion of said frame 
carried on said trolley means. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 3 further com 
prising bearing means being imposed between said por 
tion of said frame and said trolley means. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 4 wherein said 
bearing means includes a pad of low friction material. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 4 wherein said 
trolley means includes an undercarriage, said bridge 
means being rotatably mounted to said undercarriage. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said 
bridge means is mounted for limited pivotal movement 
in two directions. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 7 wherein said 
bridge means is limited to pivotal movement of approxi 
mately 5'’ in either direction. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said 
bridge means comprises a pair of parallel beams and said 
pivot means is centrally located between said parallel 
beams. 
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